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After losing the royal and elite patronage that prevailed during the mediaeval period, vernacular 

pottery production in Sri Lanka gradually developed as a commercial venture. This occurred as 

a result of the prevailing governments’ attempt in absorbing potters into the country’s economic 

mainstream. With the help of non-governmental organizations, many industrial applications 

were introduced to the potters to improve production. Most controversial of these is the adoption 

of iron moulds to produce practically and commercially viable vessel forms.  

 

This studyattempts to understand why industrialised practices were popular among some 

potters, while some totally abstain from it.Objective of this study is to identify issues that 

influence potters toadopt these practices and to see how different they are from those adopting 

traditional practices. In the process of adapting to these industrial implications, the extent it has 

affected the potters’ economic stability, ethical issues and the product quality is looked into.The 

questions are treated viacase study design. Data collection methods via selected samples 

involved semi-structured interviews, and opinion surveys.   

 

Although from an external perspective, abandoning the long standing hand making tradition 

appear as a harmful outcome, viewing it internally reveal certain ethical and practical issues that 

justify the adoption of industrialised practices. Multiple factors are considered by potters prior to 

the adoption of a system to produce pots. These factors vary based on gender, age, household 

economies, attitudes and values. Expansion of the national economic sphere exposed potters to 

a wider market for which they cater via adoption of industrial applications. Although use of these 

practices has marred the quality of products, they have reasons for not attempting on improving 

it. It is also noteworthy that majority of potters still continue the traditional practices. Thus, many 
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factors yet remain to be considered before justifying potters’ preference for industrial 

implications.  
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The purpose of this study is to discuss the effective teaching methods  in String  education in 

the curriculum for undergraduates in Aesthetic institutions while describing the traditional 

methods in teaching & learning strategies in stringed instrumental studies. 

 

Education in the arts become accountable in terms of the employment status of its graduates. 

The students enter the Aesthetic Universities with the theoretical knowledge in music education. 

It has been noted that most of our institutions island wide admit students to their music degree 

programmes, based on selection tests for students who satisfy a practical test within that 

institution. According to this, an undergraduate in the field of string education face difficulties to 

find a suitable job in his/her field. In this regard, this is to upgrade the curriculum suitable for the 

Undergraduate in the stringed education to become good accompanists, skilful researchers and 

as well as  excellent performers and to make much value on instrumental graduates to go in line 

with the demands of the modern job market. 

 

This research will be carried out in three steps. The first step will be a document research, 

literature review and interviews to gather evidence relating to this study, musical knowledge, 

current conditions, of and problems with teaching methods, in the curriculum of stringed musical 

instrument. The second step will include relevant data collections, preparation of data, in the 

development of innovative new teaching methods. The third step will be the quality check and 

evaluation of innovative of new teaching methods.  

 

To improve Music education, the aesthetic institutions should help the music students as well as 

the instrumentalist to expose to various facilities like audio libraries, practicing class rooms, 

listening and recording studios, new techniques in teaching and learning and research facilities 
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